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A R T  W O R K S H O P SA R T  W O R K S H O P S
CORN HUSK DOLL WORKSHOP
Explore the folktale behind the hobby of the corn husk
doll, a traditional craft shared by Native American and
colonist families. Learn about the cultural significance 
of corn husk dolls and how they were created. Craft 
your own figure using corn husks and other materials —
perfect for enhancing your Thanksgiving table!

BEAD WEAVING WORKSHOP
Taking inspiration from wampum beads created from
Long Island beaches, join us for this workshop to 
discover the history of this ancient craft and its role for
Indigenous Long Islanders. Create a woven beaded
accessory of your own.

SCRIMSHAW ART WORKSHOP
Scrimshaw, whalers' art on teeth and bone, is considered
one of the first American folk arts. See examples of
scrimshaw from the museum's collection, and carve your
own scrimshaw-style art on a keepsake box. 
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COST

CONTACT

IN PERSON

$300. Mileage applies if 15+ 

miles away. 

• Lectures are 1 hr.

• Workshops are 45 min. 

• Materials for 25

participants included.

ONLINE

LIVE VIRTUAL $200

PRE-RECORDED $125

CRAFT KITS $5 each (min. of

10). Kits either picked up

from Museum or shipped to

library for $30 flat fee. 

(631) 367-3418 x10
info@cshwhalingmuseum.org

279 Main Street
Cold Spring Harbor, NY 11724

GHOST SHIPS
Explore the stories behind history’s spookiest
ghost ships, or abandoned vessels found at sea
with mysterious crews that seemingly vanished.
Find out about the Flying Dutchman and the
Mary Celeste, including tales of ghosts aboard
real-life whaleships that exist today, like the
Charles W. Morgan. 

TALES OF WOMEN AT SEA  
Explore the fascinating yet little-known lives,
stories, and experiences of pioneering 19th-
Century American whaling wives who defied
convention. Find out about their diverse
experiences around the world through
photographs, journal entries, and artifacts.

SHARKS OF NY & LONG ISLAND  
Did you know sharks have existed longer than
trees? Find about about shark myths and the
histories of shark attacks in New York in this
informative talk. Discover the range of
magnificent and diverse shark species we share
our local shores and waters with. 

WHALING ON LONG ISLAND 
After farming, whaling was Long Island's first
commercial industry, which significantly shaped
our communities. Travel back through time and
explore Long Island's long & complex history of
whaling, and find out why, how and where
whaling took place with photographs, quotes, and
artifacts. 

INSIDE THE MIND OF THE WHALE 
Find out what researchers have uncovered about
whales’ thinking, cognitive abilities, and their
astonishing behaviors in the wild which set them
apart, including sophisticated memory skills,
recognition, societal structures, and unique
dialects. You'll be amazed!
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